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WELFARE AND FEDERALISM’S PERIL

Andrew Hammond*

Abstract: Recent scholarship on American federalism lacks case studies to inform that scholarship’s trans-substantive insights and claims. This Article examines the last two decades of devolution brought about by the 1996 Welfare Reform Act (PRWORA). It details the history of PRWORA and how the funding mechanism built into Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF)—the TANF block grant—guaranteed the program’s deterioration. The Article documents the program’s failure to respond to increased need among poor families after Hurricane Katrina and in the Great Recession, showing how the federal government’s use of TANF in both crises teach us the limits of fiscally devolved programs. The Article then explores two potential paths forward for TANF as either a devolutionary outlier in social policy or as a harbinger of what is to come from recent Congressional proposals to block grant Medicaid and SNAP (food stamps). Public interest lawyers rightly fear that TANF could be the cutting edge of a newly devolved American safety net. The Article concludes by considering what the cautionary tale of TANF means for scholars of federalism and anti-poverty advocates.
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INTRODUCTION

State administration of the American safety net is as old as the safety net itself. Established by the Social Security Act of 1935, Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC)\(^1\)—what people think of as “welfare”—was always administered by state governments. For sixty years, many states made programmatic changes to AFDC in attempts to regulate the behavior of recipients. But in 1996, the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act (PRWORA)\(^2\) radically changed the nature of federal-state relations in cash assistance. AFDC and its cooperative federalist structure gave way to Temporary Aid to Needy Families (TANF), a program funded through block grants that drastically increased state discretion.\(^3\) The federal government devolved the allocation of cash assistance resources directly to the states. Nearly two decades since PRWORA’s enactment, legal aid lawyers and scholars of American federalism can now evaluate how TANF has fared as an experiment in devolving basic programmatic design and fiscal responsibility to the states. Such reflection is particularly warranted as Congress considers whether and how to restructure Medicaid, the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP), formerly food stamps, and other safety net programs along the same lines of the TANF Block Grant.

The policy results of the TANF block grant are sobering. TANF is less


\(^{3}\) Id. § 103 (creating TANF block grants in place of AFDC).
effective than AFDC at pulling families out of deep poverty.⁴ Deep poverty is increasingly a reality for very young children, and 3 million Americans are disconnected from the safety net with no connection to the labor market or government services.⁵ Meanwhile, states are using the TANF block grant to plug budget holes, diverting federal funding intended for needy families to meet other funding gaps and supplant state efforts in other areas.

Perhaps most telling, TANF no longer responds to economic downturns and concomitant increases in poverty.⁶ In the face of the largest economic crisis since the Great Depression, the federal government could not use TANF as an automatic stabilizer in the 2009 stimulus package. TANF had deteriorated to such an extent that it played only a minor part in the national strategy to face the deepest recession in eighty years. Moreover, states were so hampered by the revenue shortfalls from the recession itself that they could not deploy TANF to provide much-needed assistance to needy families. Instead, the federal government turned to other safety net programs, created a separate emergency fund for TANF families with a radically different funding structure, and created yet another waiver process to encourage states to depart from TANF’s restrictions.⁷ Put simply, the federal government’s response to the Great Recession unmasked TANF’s deterioration—a deterioration brought about by TANF’s devolutionary design.

This Article argues that the experience of TANF should inform both the scholarship on American federalism and anti-poverty advocacy. TANF’s demise should dampen the desires of both academics and advocates to devolve program design and funding decisions to state governments. I develop this argument in four parts. In Part I, I summarize recent scholarship on American federalism and explain why case studies about specific areas of federal-state policy and programs can inform that scholarship’s trans-substantive insights and claims. In Part II, I detail the history of PRWORA and how the fiscal federalism built into the legislation guaranteed the deterioration of TANF since 1996. In Part III, I document the program’s failure to respond to increased need after Hurricane Katrina and in the Great Recession and what the federal government’s use of TANF in both crises teach us about the law of

---

⁵ See id.
⁶ See infra Part III.
⁷ See infra section III.A.
devolved programs. In Part IV, I explain why the degree of discretion in program design and financing given to the states in TANF makes the program a devolutionary outlier in social policy—contrasting TANF with other income support programs like SNAP, the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC), and Supplemental Security Income (SSI)—and why recent Congressional proposals to block grant other public benefits are so wrong-headed. I conclude by exploring what the cautionary tale of TANF means for federalism scholars and anti-poverty lawyers.

I. THE PROBLEM WITH TRANS-SUBSTANTIVE FEDERALISM

In Part I, I argue that legal scholarship on federalism should include case studies of recent law and policy reform in various substantive areas. I suggest one area ripe for inquiry is the American safety net, which exhibits various federalism designs.

A. Federalism Scholarship and the Need for Case Studies

Federal-state relations have preoccupied the last thirty years of American public law. Demands for devolution from the national to state governments in the 1980s led to sweeping changes in how states and the federal government interact—and how the American polity funds, implements, and changes policy. Policymakers have experimented with various combinations of federal-state funding and implementation in areas as diverse as criminal law,8 environmental law,9 public education,10 and health care.11

The last three decades of changes in federal-state relations has largely come at the behest of conservative policymakers and interests,12 but

12. See generally TIMOTHY CONLAN, FROM NEW FEDERALISM TO DEVOlUTION (1998); Ernest A.
recently, liberal policymakers and scholars have been advocating for a kind of progressive federalism. Spurred by gridlock in Washington and innovations in states on a host of issues like education reform, environmental policy, and civil rights, these new federalists have rehabilitated devolutionary design on the left. Indeed, one could have characterized many of then-President Obama’s domestic initiatives as animated by progressive federalism, such as the U.S. Department of Education’s Race to The Top and the replication of the Harlem Children’s Zone model through the Promise Neighborhoods program. The allure of progressive federalism has only grown in the wake of the 2016 election. But those who are tempted by the promise of progressive federalism would do well to examine the devolution and subsequent deterioration of TANF.

Scholars have identified various forms of federalism, including cooperative and uncooperative, opt-in and polyphonic. Many detect examples of these theories in American law. Some have seen the virtues of a federal system because it promotes a productive redundancy, for dialogic or enforcement reasons. Others have challenged the jurisdictional formalism of federalism, calling for a look at the other institutions that are not state or federal, but translocal, interdependent, and transnational. Some of these accounts have focused on substantive areas

Young, Popular Constitutionalism and the Underenforcement Problem: The Case of the National Healthcare Law, 75 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. 157, 160 (2012).


17. See, e.g., Heather K. Gerken, Our Federalism(s), 53 WM. & MARY L. REV. 1549, 1550 (2012) (“Every flavor of federalism can be found somewhere in our system.”).


of law. Others have sought to confront and challenge criticisms of federalism and state autonomy. Some scholars admit that there is a need for case-specific federalism. Perhaps legal scholars would rather defer to subject-matter experts to suggest which version of federalism best describes a given field. Rather than leave it to policymakers to operationalize federalism, legal scholars themselves should seek to understand how government creates and maintains federalist structures in specific policy arenas. Now that scholars have broken through the states’ rights versus national standards debate of the twentieth century and provided us with a more sophisticated understanding of a continuum of federalism, we would do well to test those various federalist designs against areas of substantive law and policy.

A case-study approach to federalism would yield multiple benefits to the field. First, it would force scholars who are debating the costs and benefits of various federalism designs to be more forthcoming about which areas of substantive law they have in mind. Some scholars have championed federalism in the name of a specific area of law like environmental law. By drawing on cases to support their normative claims about federalism, scholars would arrive at a better understanding of which areas of law are best suited for which level of government.


20. See supra notes 1–3; infra note 103.

21. Gerken, supra note 13; see also Deborah Jones Merritt, Three Faces of Federalism: Finding a Formula for the Future, 47 VAND. L. REV. 1563, 1574 (1994) (explaining how “state governments help diversify participants in the political process” (citation omitted)).

22. See, e.g., Bulman-Pozen & Gerken, supra note 16, at 1308 (admitting to have “deliberately offered a simplified account of uncooperative federalism in order to present our thesis in a clear and crisp form” and suggesting that “[c]ase studies would be particularly helpful in adding needed texture to the story about states we have offered here”); Gerken, supra note 17, at 1552 (insisting that “[f]ederalism debates are best understood not as disagreements over which model to choose but as disputes over how to strike the right balance between different types of institutional arrangements,” but that “[s]uch debates, however, can only be hashed out in context-domain by domain, policymaking arena by policymaking arena”); see also Ernest A. Young, A Research Agenda for Uncooperative Federalists, 48 TULSA L. REV. 427, 453 (2013).

23. Gerken, supra note 17, at 1573 (“It would not be surprising that a field as complex and variegated as federalism required more than one theory to describe it.”).


Second, these case studies would inevitably impact and alter our understanding of federalism, causing scholars to tweak and adapt their accounts as thick descriptions of substantive law illuminate cracks in their theories.

Last and perhaps most importantly, case-specific federalism would be more useful to policymakers and bureaucrats who must design policies, draft statutes, and implement programs. Rather than forcing decisionmakers to enter a broad, trans-substantive scholarly debate, one replete with its own academic argot, scholars could come to decisionmakers, deploying their insights to inform policymaking. A more accessible academic conversation might lead to more contributions by the bureaucrats themselves, whose understanding of both the regulatory detail and implementation reality of these programs contains a remarkable wealth of institutional knowledge that scholars often miss. It is time for scholars of federalism to capture the experience and legacy of specific programs in various areas of law. One such area that is ripe for inquiry is social welfare policy, an area that contains various federal-state schemes.

B. TANF as a Federalism Case Study in American Social Policy

American social policy is a revealing area to chart changes in federal-state relations. Thirty years ago, a poor single mother with two children encountered a safety net that included a national entitlement to cash assistance, some food assistance, federal health insurance, and nearly no subsidies for low-wage work. Today, a similarly situated mother encounters a safety net in which traditional “welfare” has all but disappeared, but the federal government has dramatically expanded health insurance and food assistance and created subsidies for low-wage workers.

Each of these forms of social assistance contains a different federal-state infrastructure. TANF is federally funded through a block grant with wide discretion given to the state on benefit level, eligibility, and sanctions. While SNAP is federally funded and administered by states, SNAP is funded through a means-tested entitlement rather than a block grant, and states pay only a portion of the administrative costs of the

26. Erin Ryan, Negotiating Federalism, 52 B.C. L. REV. 1, 62 (2011) (pointing to safety net programs as federal examples “that allow states to propose variations on generally applicable standards within programs of cooperative federalism, often through demonstration waiver programs”).

program.28 The federal government pays for every dollar of SNAP benefits.29 SSI is federally funded and administered by local offices of the Social Security Administration, a federal agency. EITC is both federally funded and centrally administered by the IRS, although states have begun to add their own refundable tax-credits for low-income families.30

While American social policy is rich in its federalist permutations, one must not overstate the applicable lessons from a study of one program. TANF is only one strand of the American safety net, and this Article analyzes a particular aspect of this program: namely, the block grant as a federalist-informed funding mechanism. Yet, it is fitting to focus on the block grant for it is this feature that should be of most interest to students of federalism.

A block grant is a funding mechanism that gives states more discretion than they typically have when implementing a federal program—whether that program’s implementing regulations are largely set by the federal government, as in the case of some Social Security benefits, or allow for cooperation between federal and state agencies, as in the case of SNAP.31 As this Article will demonstrate, the TANF block grant allows states to use funds in various ways, including several that depart significantly from the authorizing statute.32 But this analysis of the TANF block grant and its consequences for our understanding of federalism should be carefully extended to other areas of federalist social policy, and even more cautiously to other areas of law. Cash assistance has often been a particularly fraught area of law, politics, and policy—and controversies over the substance of the program might make its federalist design difficult to disentangle from the vagaries of racialized attitudes and partisan politics.

Nonetheless, TANF is a particularly important case study because it was born out of an attempt to devolve authority to the states in order to reform the substance of the program. Before looking at the consequences of those changes for the program (and for theories of federalism), it would be useful to briefly recount how states, in effect, led the nation in reforming welfare.

32. See infra section I.D.
II. THE CREATION (AND SUBSEQUENT DETERIORATION) OF TANF

In Part II, I briefly detail the drive to replace Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) with TANF in 1996 before explaining the devolutionary design written into TANF and how the block grant mechanism guaranteed the program’s deterioration. By moving TANF to a block grant structure, Congress effectively mandated benefit cuts and made this federal funding particularly susceptible to repurposing by cash-strapped states. This structure, in turn, undermines the program’s potential to shield families from extreme poverty and leaves millions of vulnerable Americans without income assistance.

A. The Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996

There is a plethora of scholarship on the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996 (PRWORA), including comprehensive econometric evaluations, ethnographic studies of former recipients, and longitudinal studies of the 1996 legislation. This account focuses on its federalist structure and the role of states in designing the legislation.

AFDC was intended to provide financial assistance to needy children. Initially it did not provide assistance for a parent or other caretaker in an eligible child’s household. Over the next fifty years, AFDC eligibility expanded to cover caretakers of needy children, including unemployed parents. As those families with deceased or disabled caretakers became eligible in the 1980s for a more generous benefit through Social Security, the remaining recipients of AFDC were predominantly single mothers and their children. Yet, it was the increase of the AFDC caseload just at the time that states were attempting to reduce expenditures that led to an


34. In 1950, the federal government added a provision for maintenance costs of the caretaker of the eligible child. In 1961, the child of an unemployed parent and that parent (referred to as AFDC-Unemployment) could receive assistance under AFDC.

explosion of state-level experimentation.

The AFDC caseload increased into the 1980s, spurring the passage of the Family Support Act (FSA) of 1988. The FSA required most welfare recipients to enter the labor force or engage in education or training, unless they had children under the age of three. Such a policy was easier mandated than done. Dramatically increased caseloads meant increased expenditures, all at a time when state revenues were shrinking due to the 1991 recession. Unlike the federal government, which could avoid raising taxes or decreasing spending simply by adding to the national debt, most state governments were legally required to balance their budgets. As a result, states applied for waivers from AFDC program rules under section 1115 of the Social Security Act. From 1988 to 1992, the Bush administration granted permission to twelve states, including then-Governor Bill Clinton’s Arkansas, to waive AFDC requirements. States used the waivers to experiment in various ways, including introducing higher earnings disregards and asset tests. However, most involved increased uses of sanctions, the introduction of family caps, and other means by which to push recipients off the welfare rolls, all of which would reduce expenditures. By 1994, the National Governors’ Association reported that forty-eight states had implemented welfare reform measures beyond those required under the federal law.

President Clinton entered the White House in 1993 with a campaign pledge “to end welfare as we know it.” Clinton had raised the issue of welfare reform so often on the campaign trail that eight days after his

37. Id. § 301.
38. JAMES P. ZILIAK, WELFARE REFORM AND ITS LONG-TERM CONSEQUENCES FOR AMERICA’S POOR 3 (2009).
39. Nicholas Bagley, Federalism and the End of Obamacare, 127 YALE L.J. 1, 9–10 (2017) ("With the exception of Vermont, the states are legally obliged to balance their budgets every year.").
inauguration, when asked to name Clinton’s most important promises, voters’ third most common response was welfare reform. The Clinton Administration had signaled during the campaign, the transition, and its first years in office that an overhaul of social assistance was a domestic priority.

Despite the constant rhetoric of welfare reform during the campaign, the Clinton Administration was hampered by budget rules and spending caps in its first year in office. Initially, the Administration proposed a welfare reform package in its 1993 budget legislation. The Clinton welfare reform proposal would have made AFDC a temporary benefit of two years and moved recipients into work with subsidies for job training, child care, and transportation costs. The Budget Enforcement Act of 1990, however, limited the Clinton Administration in its options to reform entitlement programs, including AFDC, by requiring any proposed additional spending on a program be offset by cuts within that program or by other cuts in entitlement spending or by new taxes. The Clinton Administration needed to raise taxes in 1993 if it were to meet its deficit reduction targets and finance new spending on various initiatives. Initially, Clinton’s welfare reform proposal was included in the 1993 budget, but it was removed at the final internal meeting in the White House before the administration submitted the budget to Congress, apparently over concerns that the $3 billion cost estimate would be significantly higher and reluctance to exceed the target of $140 billion in new spending. By contrast, the Administration retained the full amount of $27 billion to make good on Clinton’s campaign promise of expanding the EITC.

Scholars agree that the bill signed by President Clinton three years later marked a radical shift in American social assistance policy. PRWORA ended the federal entitlement program, AFDC, and replaced it with

45. BOB WOODWARD, THE AGENDA 109 (1994). The first two were job creation and healthcare reform. Id.
47. Id.
50. WOODWARD, supra note 45, at 126.
TANF. TANF, like AFDC, is a means-tested program, but there the similarities end. TANF marked a significant departure from AFDC in three fundamental ways: the elimination of the entitlement; the funding mechanism; and the eligibility criteria, including the introduction of time limits, family caps, sanctions, and the citizen/non-citizen distinction.

The most striking item of the American welfare reform legislation was the elimination of the legal entitlement to federal cash assistance. Under the new law, the fifty state governments were freed from their commitment to provide cash assistance to needy families: no individual could sue the state for failing to provide a benefit for which that individual is legally eligible.

In terms of funding, federal cash assistance went from a matching formula that was an open-ended commitment on the part of the national government under AFDC to a pre-appropriated block grant for each state. That grant was calculated to equal the highest level of annual spending for each state in the three years prior to 1996. Yet any funds saved at the state level by reducing caseloads would be released to the states to be used for any other purpose—a feature common in other block grants because of the relatively lax reporting requirements imposed on states by the federal government. This feature provided a further financial incentive for states to reduce the number of people claiming TANF. Under PRWORA, states could not reduce the amount they spent on TANF by more than 25% of what they spent in 1994.

---

53. Jacob S. Hacker, Suzanne Mettler & Joe Soss, The New Politics of Inequality: A Policy-Centered Perspective, in REMAKING AMERICA, supra note 13, at 3 (claiming that PRWORA “redefined the purpose of public assistance and ended entitlements for the poorest Americans”).
54. Under AFDC, some states were able to apply for waivers from the federal government that would allow them to implement some of these measures; but these waivers failed to reach the scale or scope of the PRWORA reforms.
55. Michael Wiseman, Welfare in the United States, in THE WELFARE WE WANT? THE BRITISH CHALLENGE FOR AMERICAN REFORM 25, 37 (2003) (“No feature of recent developments in the US more dramatically contrasts with European social assistance concepts than the provision in the PRWORA that eliminated the right of categorically eligible families to obtain cash assistance.” (emphasis in original)).
58. Schott, Pavetti & Finch, supra note 56.
59. Wiseman, supra note 55, at 36.
In terms of eligibility criteria, TANF attached several conditions to the receipt of benefits that were not present pre-PRWORA. In terms of eligibility criteria, TANF attached several conditions to the receipt of benefits that were not present pre-PRWORA.60 Adults receiving TANF were required to work after two years of receiving the benefit. Furthermore, once individuals received TANF assistance for five years, they were banned from receiving further benefits for life.61 According to the federal government’s 2000 Green Book, the authoritative guide to benefits rules, states could exempt 20% of their caseload from this lifetime ban, but the legislation also required “a specified and rising percentage of the total caseload to engage in work activities.”62

In terms of sanctions, if any adult recipient of TANF did not engage in work, PRWORA required the state to either reduce aid to the family in proportion to the period of work inactivity or to cut off aid altogether.63 States could also reduce a family’s benefit “by an amount the State considers appropriate if a family member fails” to adhere to an individual responsibility plan, unless with good cause, that he or she has signed.64

On top of these new conditions, states were given further discretion in the ability to deny benefits or impose sanctions. First, states could render mothers under the age of eighteen and their children ineligible for TANF unless they live with an adult.65 Second, states were allowed to impose family caps.66 Family cap policies required that benefits would not increase if an additional child was born outside marriage while the mother was receiving benefits.67 Also known as the “child exclusion policy,” the family cap policy repealed the standard calculation in which assistance for parents is determined by how many children that parent has.68 In effect,


61. Id.

62. Comm. on Ways & Means, 106th Cong., Background Material and Data on Programs Within the Jurisdiction of the Committee on Ways and Means (Green Book) 353 (Comm. Print 2000) [hereinafter Green Book].

63. Federal law exempted a single parent caring for a child under the age of six who could not work because he or she was unable to obtain child care. The legislation did not define the “pro rata” reduction nor did the regulations offer any guidance. As of 2000, about one-third of states ended the benefit after the first violation. Id. at 358.

64. Id.


67. Id. at 2, 5.

if a mother is raising two children in poverty and then has another child while on welfare, the government will not increase the amount of cash assistance given to that family. Twenty-three states adopted the policy following the enactment of the 1996 legislation.69 Finally, unless a state opted out by changing their state law, the Welfare Reform Act banned felons as well as probation or parole violators convicted of a drug-related felony from receiving cash assistance.70

PRWORA also dramatically restricted legal immigrants’ eligibility for TANF and other federal means-tested benefits.71 Legal immigrants who arrived in the country after PRWORA was signed into law were barred from TANF, Food Stamps, non-emergency Medicaid, Supplemental Security Income, and the state-based Children Health Insurance Program (CHIP).72 In regards to TANF, states could create a substitute program for immigrant families to replace the terminated benefits from federal cash assistance, but they could only use funds from their block grant for this purpose if these families had lived in the United States for at least five years.73 For the first five years of residence, states would have to use their own funds. Twenty-eight states responded to this elimination of federal eligibility by creating their own programs, but those programs often reflected tightened conditionality including requirements for residency and naturalization as well as time limits.74 Several states have chosen to continue to allow immigrant families to receive TANF or SNAP during their first five years of residency.75 As one researcher has written, “PRWORA institutionalized the concept of immigrant exceptionalism—

69. Id. at 1 (“[Twenty-three] states have established some type of family cap or child exclusion policy.”).
70. GREEN BOOK, supra note 62, at 355.
73. GREEN BOOK, supra note 62, at 355.
treated noncitizens differently from similarly situated citizens—to a new and unprecedented degree in social welfare policy.76

The Balanced Budget Act of 1997 restored access to Supplemental Security Income and Medicaid for elderly and disabled immigrants.77 This restoration of benefits was followed by the Agricultural Research, Extension, and Education Reform Act (AREERA) of 1998, which restored Food Stamp eligibility for immigrant children living in the United States prior to the passage of PRWORA.78 Immigrant children and their parents were still barred from accessing TANF, and any children and parents living in the United States following August 22, 1996 were barred from collecting Food Stamps.79 As the government’s Green Book stated, “[t]he basic policy laid out by the 1996 welfare law remains essentially unchanged for noncitizens entering after its enactment.”80

In addition to its overhaul of federal cash assistance, the 1996 PRWORA legislation also consolidated federal spending on child care into the Child Care and Development Block Grant and added an additional $4 billion.81 Yet AFDC had required states to guarantee child care to benefit recipients who needed it because of labor market participation or education.82 TANF had no such guarantee.

B. The Role of States in Enacting Welfare Reform

Many scholars insist that policymakers typically have a set of options to confront a public problem, and that those options are often variations on past or existing policies.84 Yet, one of the striking characteristics of this


80. GREEN BOOK, supra note 62, at 1372.


82. R. KENT WEAVER, ENDING WELFARE AS WE KNOW IT 77 (2000).


84. PAUL SPICKER, POLICY ANALYSIS FOR PRACTICE: APPLYING SOCIAL POLICY (2006).
period in American social welfare policy is the introduction of unprecedented approaches to cash assistance, including the introduction of family caps, lifetime bans, sanctions, and the citizen/non-citizen distinction. Some have sought to explain the introduction of these new policies as the result of Congressional Republicans rewriting the terms of welfare reform in the 1990s. While their majorities in Congress certainly did empower Republican members to propose reforms that diverged from previous changes to cash assistance, these reforms still had to come from somewhere. The source of these new policies was not singular, but rather, from various states, most under the leadership of Republican Governors, which had obtained waivers from the federal government relieving them of the national standards of AFDC and permitting statewide experimentation. The Governors not only provided policy alternatives to the federal cash assistance scheme, which put additional pressure on national reform efforts, but they also actively lobbied for PRWORA itself. Understanding how this waiver system came about and why the states experimented in the ways they did helps explain the peculiar character of welfare.

The use of time limits, family caps, and the citizen/non-citizen distinction can be traced to reforms originating in Wisconsin, New Jersey, and California, respectively. The emphasis on time limits and a “work-first approach” dates to Wisconsin’s efforts and others in the 1980s and 1990s. Wisconsin has been known for policy experimentation since the beginning of the twentieth century; welfare was no exception. Indeed,

85. See, e.g., Weaver, supra note 82, at 252–93 (describing how the “electoral earthquake” ushering in a new GOP majority in both houses created a “new dynamic” in welfare reform).

86. See Jessica Bulman-Pozen, Partisan Federalism, 127 Harv. L. Rev. 1077, 1105–06 (2014) (characterizing Governors’ efforts to convert cash assistance into a block grant as “at once a push to devolve power to the states and a push to move the substantive commitments of welfare policy in a Republican direction” (citation omitted)); Bulman-Pozen & Gerken, supra note 16, at 1275–76 (recounting that “states like Michigan and Wisconsin played a powerful role in reshaping national welfare policy” and that “[m]ost of their goals were realized when Congress passed [PRWORA]”); Russell A. Miller, Clinton, Ginsburg, and Centrist Federalism, 85 Ind. L.J. 225, 243–46 (2010) (ascribing the states “a significant role in the negotiations for and enactment of [PRWORA]”).

87. See generally Haskins, supra note 33, at 20–36 (describing the source of welfare reform provisions); Miller, supra note 86, at 243–46 (“State autonomy was both the essential driver and aim of [the block grant structure].” (citations omitted)).


89. See generally James K. Conant, Wisconsin Politics and Government: America’s
one study of welfare reform in Wisconsin counted seventeen different regulations or programs modifying AFDC in the period from 1979 to 1994.\textsuperscript{90} Beginning with the Work Experience and Job Training (WEJT) program in 1986, Wisconsin required full participation in work-related activities for any recipient with children aged three months or older. Culminating in “Work, Not Welfare” in 1993, Wisconsin limited AFDC benefits to twenty-four cumulative months within a four-year period and ensured that benefit receipt is conditional on participation in work-related activities.\textsuperscript{91}

In 1967, Congress considered, but ultimately rejected, a family cap provision.\textsuperscript{92} However, a family cap did pass in January 1992 in New Jersey.\textsuperscript{93} Despite being an affluent state with generous benefit levels and Democratic leadership, the state legislature passed the family cap law as part of their Family Development Plan (FDP), which restructured the state’s implementation of AFDC.\textsuperscript{94} While the regulation had not been proven to have any effect on recipients’ behavior, the law received national attention.\textsuperscript{95}

Before PRWORA enacted bans on benefits for non-citizens, California had debated and eventually approved a two-tiered benefit system for citizens and non-citizens.\textsuperscript{96} Following the 1992 election, the California state legislature enacted a two-tier welfare payment strategy, drastically reducing access for immigrants.\textsuperscript{97} In 1994, the “Save Our State” initiative, eliminating illegal immigrants’ access to health, education and welfare programs, was approved in a state-wide referendum.\textsuperscript{98} Unlike the California referendum that excluded illegal immigrants, the PRWORA

\textsuperscript{90} Thomas J. Corbett, Welfare Reform in Wisconsin, in THE POLITICS OF WELFARE REFORM 19, 23–26 (Donald F. Norris & Lyke Thompson eds., 1994) [hereinafter WELFARE REFORM].

\textsuperscript{91} See id. at 25–26.


\textsuperscript{93} Ted George Goertzel & John Hart, New Jersey’s $64 Question, in WELFARE REFORM, supra note 90, at 109.

\textsuperscript{94} Id.

\textsuperscript{95} See generally id.

\textsuperscript{96} See Jennifer M. Bosco, Note, Undocumented Immigrants, Economic Justice, and Welfare Reform in California, 8 GEO. IMMIGR. L.J. 71, 71–75 (1994).

\textsuperscript{97} See generally id.

provision focused on legal immigrants. Still, California is considered to be the first state government to enact the proposal to reduce expenditure on cash assistance by restricting access to immigrants.

The experience of state-level experimentation with AFDC drastically expanded the range of policy options that were considered at the national level. Congressional Republicans drew from this explosion of policy innovation when drafting a welfare reform proposal to compete with the one written by the Clinton Administration. As a result, in a divided government, the legislation that ultimately passed in 1996 reflected a combination of proposals from both the President and Congress, but those proposals made by Congress found their policy precedent in state-level experimentation that began decades before.

Some scholars who have moved beyond explanations of the source material for TANF to examine TANF’s record often emphasize other actions by states, such as tightening eligibility for immigrant families, setting more parsimonious asset and time limits, and recent proposals to drug test TANF applicants. States certainly enjoyed far greater discretion to determine eligibility than they had pre-PRWORA. States have reduced the amount of time a poor family can receive cash assistance over their lifetimes. The federal statute requires that no family can receive assistance for more than twenty-four consecutive months and no family

99. See Sugarman, supra note 49, at 147 (arguing that Congress devolved authority to lower visibility of some controversial reforms “by passing off the responsibility elsewhere, these legislators are hoping that the states, or at least some of them, will do the sort of dirty work that Congress dare not do”).

100. See Heather K. Gerken, Foreword: Federalism All the Way Down, 124 HARV. L. REV. 4, 66 (2010) (“States can use federal welfare monies to build a program that will ultimately serve as a model for dismantling the federal system, as did Michigan and Wisconsin.”).


can receive cash assistance for sixty months, regardless of whether they are consecutive. But many states have shortened that lifetime limit.\textsuperscript{104} States have also imposed asset limits on TANF recipients, kicking families off the program once they have assets valued at as little as $2,000.\textsuperscript{105} Some states include cars in that asset test.\textsuperscript{106} By setting a limit on the amount of savings a needy family can accrue or preventing them from owning a car, states undermine one of the purported purposes of TANF: encouraging families to become self-sufficient. Similarly, states have also reduced education and training services for TANF parents.\textsuperscript{107} In the last few years, states have introduced drug testing as an additional requirement for families to receive TANF.\textsuperscript{108} Federal courts have struck down these new policies as violations of the Fourth and Fourteenth Amendments.\textsuperscript{109} And the policies that states implemented before the court challenges were found to have no effect on a population that has lower rates of drug use than the general population.\textsuperscript{110} In light of these state policies restricting eligibility, shortening time limits, and reducing benefits, it is not shocking that TANF caseloads rose only by 15% in the


\textsuperscript{105} See Falk, supra note 102, at summary.


\textsuperscript{109} See, e.g., Lebron v. Sec’y of Fla. Dep’t of Children & Families, 710 F.3d 1202, 1203 (11th Cir. 2013) (striking down Florida statute drug-testing all TANF applicants); see generally Guthrie, supra note 102.

To a large extent, state changes to TANF are hard to detect, analyze, and compare. The administration of public benefit programs depends on sophisticated data analysis, but states often lack the resources to collect data, let alone analyze it. The label “laboratories of democracy” is misleading in the context of TANF because neither the states nor the federal government systematically evaluate state experimentation in TANF. Then there is the phenomenon of sub-delegation to counties and private contractors. Other scholars have pointed out that this idea of democratic experimentation is not only inherent in state-level innovation, it might be better served by centralized programming. Others have documented this phenomenon.


116. See Akhil Reed Amar, Some New World Lessons for the Old World, 58 U. CHI. L. REV. 483, 498 (1991) (arguing that “if experimentation is our chief desideratum, a purely pyramidal government structure may well be preferable, enabling central planners to shape and reshape government
argued that experimentalism presumes both reliable metrics with which to measure the success or failure of various state efforts as well as a consensus among policymakers about which metrics should be used. In giving states broad discretion without conducting systematic research on the effects of program changes on former and current recipients, the federal government has let states alter their TANF programs in a vacuum. Indeed, the federal government does not even require the states to report how many TANF families each state is serving through non-cash programs and benefits. No wonder states’ reports are uneven and underspecified.

C. The TANF Block Grant: Devolution as Statutized Deterioration

In light of what welfare reform actually was and the role of states in it, it is easier to grasp the consequences of that new devolutionary design for the program. As mentioned above, PRWORA did away with using the matching formula for cash assistance where the federal government would reimburse states anywhere from 1:1 to more than 4:1 of their expenditures on cash assistance. Typically, the reimbursement rate would be higher for states with lower per-capita incomes. PRWORA replaced that open-ended commitment on the part of the national government under AFDC to a pre-appropriated TANF block grant for each state, equal to the highest
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120. See David Kassabian et al., Urban Inst., Welfare Rules Databook: State TANF Policies as of July 2010, at 3 (2011), https://www.urban.org/research/publication/welfare-rules-databook-state-tanf-policies-july-2010 [https://perma.cc/VP2-Z8RK] (describing how TANF State Plans’ “level of detail varies considerably across states . . . offer[ing] insufficient information to completely understand the details of eligibility, benefit computation, and client requirements” and that while “states are expected to notify the federal government if any of their choices change after the plan is submitted, they are not required to do so”). As of this writing, the State of Illinois’s most recent TANF report is the previous report with some track changes. See Plan for Temporary Assistance for Needy Families, St. of Ill. (Jan. 1, 2017), http://www.dhs.state.il.us/page.aspx?item=87890 [https://perma.cc/L25D-L8KB].

121. See Falk, supra note 102, at 6.
level of annual spending for each state in the three years prior to 1996.\textsuperscript{122} Crucially, any funds saved at the state level by reducing caseloads would be released to the states to be used for any other purposes, providing a strong financial incentive for states to reduce the number of people claiming TANF.\textsuperscript{123}

In an effort to set a floor below which no state could reduce its funding of TANF, Congress prohibited states from reducing the amount they spent on TANF by more than 25% of what they spent in 1994.\textsuperscript{124} This requirement is referred to as the “Maintenance-of-Effort” (MOE) requirement—75% of what states spent in 1994 on cash, emergency assistance, job training, and child care spending connected to welfare programs.\textsuperscript{125} If states fail to meet the MOE requirements, the federal government will reduce that state’s subsequent annual block grant by $1 for every $1 of the state’s shortfall. The MOE requirement increases to 80% if states fail to meet work participation standards.\textsuperscript{126}

States have to meet these federally-imposed TANF work participation standards not only to keep their MOE requirement at 75% of 1994 spending levels, but to continue receiving their block grant.\textsuperscript{127} These standards require that at least half of all families and nine out of ten two-parent families must be “engaged in work.”\textsuperscript{128} However, these standards are reduced if the state either reduces its caseload or spends more than the federal government requires under its MOE requirements.\textsuperscript{129} As a result, caseload reduction and additional spending can lower the state’s effective participation rate.\textsuperscript{130}
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\textsuperscript{129} 45 C.F.R. § 261.43 (1999).
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States allocated less and less spending to welfare programs over the twenty years before PRWORA.\footnote{131} In the early years of TANF, large caseload reductions helped states meet their rates and freed up TANF funds for broader support for low-income families. Some states have broadened the definition of work, while other states have restricted it.\footnote{132} Because the block grant has gone unchanged since Congress passed PRWORA, the TANF block grant is lower, adjusting for inflation and in nominal terms, than when Congress created the block grant in 1996.\footnote{133}

The TANF block grant not only freezes the amount of relief available to families; its formula locks in expenditure inequalities among states. Because the formula is based on a state’s highest annual expenditures on AFDC in the three years preceding PRWORA, those states that spent comparatively less on AFDC than its neighbors receive comparatively less federal funding for TANF. The purpose of taking the highest of the three previous annual expenditures was to prevent states from slashing expenditures significantly in the first years of TANF, but it locked in cross-state disparities. For instance, Arkansas received federal funding for TANF equal to $500 per child per year, whereas the District of Columbia received TANF funds per poor child more than ten times that amount.\footnote{134}

Aware that they were locking this interstate inequality into the statute, Congress created a supplemental grant for seventeen states that were disadvantaged by the block grant formula.\footnote{135} At the time of PRWORA’s passage, one of the proponents of this Supplemental Grant argued on the Senate floor that the purpose of this Supplemental Grant was “to chip away at historical inequities between States due to the Federal Government’s present system of awarding AFDC moneys.”\footnote{136} Initially,
Congress increased the TANF block grant to these seventeen states through the Supplemental Grant by a rate of 2.5% annually. In 2001, Congress stopped those annual increases and froze the Supplemental Grant. As a result, Supplemental Grant states continued to receive less than 50% of the federal TANF funds per poor child than the other 33 states: “in 2009 . . . these states received $712 per poor child ($643 in block grant funds and $69 in Supplemental Grants), compared to $1,436 per poor child in other states.”

In 2011, Congress abandoned this commitment to reducing state disparities by eliminating the Supplemental Block Grant it had provided to these seventeen states, slashing $108 million in annual TANF funds. Congress did this at a time when fourteen of those states faced budget shortfalls amounting to $24 billion (as much as 37% of their budgets). The child poverty rate in the Supplemental Grant states averaged 22.4% in 2009, 4.3% higher than the average for the other states and 2.7% higher than the national averages.

Four of the five states with the highest rates of child poverty lost their Supplemental Grants. As a result, TANF’s funding formula guarantees that states that failed to invest in poor families over a three-year period in the mid-nineties are now locked into that spending period indefinitely.

D. Diverting the Block Grant to Fill Budget Holes

Due to its devolutionary design, TANF transformed federal cash assistance funding from “a specific funding source for cash assistance” into “a broad funding stream for various programs supporting low-income families.” States, all but one of which are prohibited by their own
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constitutions to run deficits, face significant annual budget pressures.\footnote{Bagley, supra note 39, at 9–10 (“With the exception of Vermont, the states are legally obliged to balance their budgets every year.”); see also Freeman & Rogers, supra note 13, at 218 (noting “the near absence of redistributive fiscal federalism in the United States” due to “state constitutional bars on deficit spending” and “the relative efficiency of American capital markets in disciplining state borrowing”).} In addition to those self-imposed constitutional constraints, some states have been sued to allocate additional resources to other areas, including child welfare.\footnote{John O’Toole & Leeceia Welch, Litigation Leads to Sustainable Reform: A Case Study of Utah’s Success, in CTR. FOR STUDY OF SOCIAL POLICY, FOR THE WELFARE OF CHILDREN: LESSONS LEARNED FROM CLASS ACTIONS LITIGATION 97–123 (2012), https://www.cssp.org/publications/child-welfare/class-action-reform/For-the-Welfare-of-Children_Lessons-Learned-from-Class-Action-Litigation_January-2012.pdf [https://perma.cc/S6JR-DULG].} As a result, the TANF block grant has become a tempting source of general revenue for states.\footnote{GORDON B. MERMIN & C. EUGENE STEUERLE, URBAN INST., THE IMPACT OF TANF ON STATE BUDGETS 3 (1997), https://www.urban.org/research/publication/impact-tanf-state-budgets [https://perma.cc/UAD4-82N2] (explaining that various fiscal pressures “will encourage states to shift any TANF saving toward other functions” and that “TANF itself provides incentives to reduce welfare spending relative to former welfare law because of the switch from matching to block grants” because states “must bear the full cost of additional spending”); HAHN ET AL., supra note 144, at vii (concluding that “[a] major theme of state spending on TANF is that resources are transferred to other programs” such as services for foster youth); see also Kimberly J. Morgan, Constricting the Welfare State: Tax Policy and the Political Movement Against Government, in REMAKING AMERICA, supra note 13, at 27 (arguing that “[t]he redistributive programs of the welfare state cannot exist without a politically secure and stable source of finance”).} The transfer of the TANF block grant to fund foster care services is particularly prevalent: TANF “makes up about 19 percent of federal spending on child welfare services.”\footnote{Hahn et al., supra note 144, at vii; see also Welfare Reform, supra note 112, at 18 (statement of Gordon L. Berlin, President of MDRC) (TANF appears to have “become a form of revenue-sharing for the states”).} This national rate of moving nearly one in five federal dollars of TANF funding to foster services masks even greater transfers in individual states: Texas reportedly “devotes more than half the state’s TANF and MOE spending to foster services” and Michigan uses “close to 40 percent” of its TANF grant to fund foster services.\footnote{Hahn et al., supra note 144, at vii (“[T]he transfer of TANF funds to child welfare is a way to solve state budgetary issues and does not imply any policy connection between the two programs.”); see also Susan Vivian Mangold & Catherine Cerulli, Follow the Money: Federal, State, and Local Funding Strategies for Child Welfare Services and the Impact of Local Levies on Adoptions in Ohio, 38 CAP. U. L. REV. 349, 352 (2009).} According to a Government Accountability Office (GAO) Report, thirty-one states reported spending TANF funds on child welfare services in 2011.\footnote{U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, GAO-13-170, CHILD WELFARE: STATES USE FLEXIBLE FUNDS, BUT STRUGGLE TO MEET SERVICE NEEDS (2013).} States are also under increasing pressure to pay for health care services despite drops in
For these reasons, less than 30% of the TANF block grant is actually spent on cash assistance. Like the 1996 funding formula of the block grant and the 2011 elimination of supplemental grants, the discretion afforded states to reappropriate TANF funds to meet other funding needs exacerbates inequalities in state spending and policies. As a result, TANF recipients “experience extraordinarily different programs in different states.”

E. Benefit Levels, Caseload Reduction, and the Rise of Extreme Poverty

While the TANF block grant has exacerbated massive differences across states, the funding mechanism has not led to a generous/parsimonious state divide. Rather, the TANF block grant has ensured that every state’s welfare program has deteriorated. No state’s cash assistance program post-welfare reform has more generous benefits than the AFDC program pre-welfare reform. For a majority of TANF families, the purchasing power of their benefits is lower than 1996 levels when adjusting for inflation. This twenty-year deterioration is even more striking in the context of the large declines in benefits over the twenty years before PRWORA when “cash assistance benefit levels for poor families with children fell by more than 40 percent in real terms in two-thirds of the states.”

As a result, the poverty-fighting benefit for families who still receive TANF has steadily diminished over time. In 2012, no state’s TANF
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benefit level raised a TANF family of three to 50% of the of the federal poverty level (FPL). In a majority of states, benefits were below 30% FPL. In twenty-five states, TANF benefits amounted to less than half of the Fair Market Rent of a two-bedroom apartment.

Proponents of TANF point to the program’s caseload reduction as a sign of its success. They often fail to point out that TANF’s predecessor, AFDC, was largely a short-term benefit, too, with half of AFDC recipients leaving the program within one year. Others have admitted that TANF was a successful intervention for some families, particularly those in which the parent could take advantage of the new EITC and strong economic growth in the late 1990s to leave cash assistance. The evidence of that claim of better economic outcomes for leavers is disputed: the GAO estimated in 2002 that former TANF recipients earned between $9,500 and $15,000 annually—still below the federal poverty level.

Those who remain on the caseload are more at risk of deep or extreme poverty, defined as 50% FPL.

But there has been a less reported, more troubling consequence of the dramatic decline in states’ welfare caseloads: those families who no longer receive cash assistance live in even deeper poverty. In 1995, AFDC raised 62% of children receiving assistance out of deep poverty. In 2005, TANF lifted only 21% out of deep poverty. The number of children shielded from deep poverty by TANF cash assistance dropped by 1.6 million over that decade. In 2008, the Congressional Research Service calculated that 1.3 million families were neither working nor receiving TANF assistance. Compared to the performance of the safety
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net across recessions, households in deep poverty suffered more in this recession than in past recessions because of the structure of TANF and its ties to employment. The Urban Institute calculated that “one in four low-income single mothers nationwide—about 1.5 million—are jobless and without cash aid,” twice the rate of so-called “disconnected mothers” pre-PRWORA. More than 40% experience that lack of employment or cash assistance for more than a year—and many of these disconnected mothers are disabled themselves, have disabled children, or are victims of domestic violence. The consequences for families of the tightening eligibility, the frozen funding of block grants, the looting of TANF funds for other state purposes, and the time limits is a program that fails to shield families from extreme poverty and leaves millions of families, particularly those who because of disabilities or domestic violence are especially vulnerable to unemployment, without any income assistance.

III. THE LIMITS OF FISCAL DEVOLUTION AS NATIONAL POLICY

The devolutionary structure of TANF has not only led to a nationwide decline in efforts by states to reduce poverty among needy families. TANF’s fiscal design also ensured that the federal government was unable to deploy the program to assist those families in the wake of the financial crisis and the Great Recession. While other features of TANF have been well-documented, this aspect of TANF has been studied less and has important implications for any conversation about federalism. In this Part, I show how TANF’s limited role in responding to both Hurricane Katrina


168. DeParle, supra note 111; see also REBECCA BLANK & BRIAN KOVAK, BROOKINGS INST., HELPING DISCONNECTED SINGLE MOTHERS (2008), https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/05_single_mothers_blank.pdf (calculating that “roughly 2.2 million women who head families do not support themselves either with welfare or with their own earnings”) along with “almost 4 million children who live in these severely economically challenged families”).

and the Great Recession sheds serious doubt about whether the federal government can expand a fiscally devolved program. I reinforce that argument by highlighting the failure of one state’s TANF program to respond to widespread need in the midst of the most recent economic downturn. Something progressive federalists often ignore is that once the federal government devolves authority to states, it is difficult for the federal government to quickly regain control of the program, particularly in emergencies. This logic of “devolution as statutized deterioration” has particularly troubling consequences when policymakers expect safety net programs to respond to economic downturns.

A. The TANF Block Grant, Hurricane Katrina, and the Great Recession

In responding to the financial crisis of 2008 and the recession that followed, the federal government’s stimulus efforts reveal the limits of a fiscal federalist program like TANF during times of national emergency and widespread need. The federal government had three primary strategies in its safety net response to the recession, two of which are found in the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA)\(^\text{170}\) and the third of which was a regulatory attempt to revive a waiver program. All three of these efforts by the federal government highlight the TANF block grant’s incapacity for national expansion and innovation. First, the Obama Administration failed to expand or reform the TANF block grant—instead relying on other safety net programs like SNAP to increase assistance to low-income families. Second, the Administration and Congressional allies, drawing on lessons from Hurricane Katrina, created a separate TANF Emergency Fund to encourage state expansion and avoid the block grant restrictions. Third, the Obama Administration tried unsuccessfully to recruit states to apply for waivers to abandon the work requirements in light of widespread unemployment among low-wage workers. Examining these three strategies highlights the limitations of fiscal federalism.

Recognition that TANF was ill-suited to serve as stimulus measure led the Obama Administration and Congress to rely on other safety net programs, like SNAP and Unemployment Insurance (UI) in ARRA. ARRA extended unemployment benefits through the rest of 2009 and increased the benefits by $25 a week, providing $40 billion for the benefits extension and increase.\(^\text{171}\) Through ARRA, the federal government


\(^{171}\) ALISON M. SHELTON ET AL., CONG. RESEARCH SERV., R40368, UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE
increased monthly SNAP benefits by 13.6% in April 2009 and rescinded time limits for adults without dependent children, allocating $19.9 billion for the expansion of SNAP. In addition to their countercyclical effect, these two programs could help poor families—SNAP especially. With SNAP’s means-test, the Obama Administration and its allies in Congress knew that any expansion in SNAP would aid families during the deepest crisis of the American economy since the Great Depression. These two appropriations, while large, were still smaller than ARRA’s $87.1 billion Medicaid expansion.

In contrast, what was TANF’s role in the Obama Administration’s stimulus strategy? A $5 billion fund to which states could apply. There was no similar expansion in TANF benefit levels, eligibility criteria, or time limits. Without overhauling PRWORA, the federal government could not expand TANF in the ways that it had Medicaid, SNAP, and UI. Instead, it needed to rely on the states to access the funds and use them effectively.

The structure of the TANF block grant prevented the Obama Administration from expanding TANF nationwide in the face of the recession. The 2008 recession was not the first time the government recognized TANF’s deficiency as a strand of the countercyclical safety net. There were similar concerns with the 2005 recession.
created a TANF contingency fund, but states failed to qualify for it. That was not surprising to anti-poverty advocates because, to access the contingency fund, states needed to match federal funds 100%.

When Hurricane Katrina devastated the Gulf Coast in 2005 and exposed the extent of deep poverty in the region, the federal government struggled to coordinate recovery efforts with state and local governments. In the area of welfare, Congress could not compel the Gulf Coast states to increase TANF benefits or soften restrictive eligibility requirements. Louisiana and Mississippi had notoriously parsimonious TANF programs; Louisiana’s average monthly benefit consistently ranked as the lowest in the nation. Even if the states’ programs had been more generous in terms of benefit levels, the number of families connected to TANF had dwindled. Like elsewhere in the U.S., fewer than one in five poor children on the Gulf Coast were receiving cash assistance.

In an echo of the disaster relief that predated and presaged the New Deal’s expansion of the welfare state, Congress enacted the TANF Emergency Response and Recovery Act of 2005. The 2005 statute altered several default funding rules and restrictions for the affected states, creating a separate TANF emergency fund regime and waiving the block grant requirements as applied to the federal TANF contingency fund. While the statute did not provide additional funding, it transformed 20% of the original block grants to Alabama, Louisiana, and Mississippi into
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loans by waiving any penalty for nonpayment.\footnote{185} Any state could also qualify for 100\% reimbursement from the TANF contingency fund for payments for non-recurring short-term cash benefits to any evacuee family who had been living in an affected area.\footnote{186} By freeing up the restrictions to accessing the loan and contingency funds, the federal government offered the Gulf Coast states, as well as states taking in evacuees, the chance to draw down federal funds to provide cash assistance.\footnote{187} But TANF’s block grant structure limited long-term expansion of assistance to needy families affected by Hurricane Katrina.\footnote{188} States could only use the contingency fund for short-term, one-time aid to families with children who were \textit{not already} receiving TANF.\footnote{189}

With ARRA in 2009, the federal government essentially nationalized the post-Katrina TANF emergency efforts. Congress created, as part of ARRA, the TANF Emergency Contingency Fund or “Emergency Fund.”\footnote{190} Funded at $5 billion, the TANF Emergency Fund allowed states to submit applications to use some of those funds for any or all of three purposes: basic assistance, short-term, one-time benefits (similar to the 2005 Katrina efforts), and subsidized employment.\footnote{191} To draw down from the TANF Emergency Fund, states needed to qualify for each category of funding separately.\footnote{192} The legislation imposed a cap on what states could draw from the Emergency Fund and the regular contingency fund: over a

two-year period after the enactment of ARRA, a state could draw up to 50% of its basic block grant from the two funds.\footnote{193} States could use the Emergency Fund to cover 80% of their increased costs in any of the three categories.\footnote{194} Functionally, states had a 4:1 match on any funds it used on basic assistance, one-time short-term assistance, and subsidized employment.

The TANF Emergency Fund was relatively small compared to the other, aforementioned anti-poverty efforts in ARRA. While not enacting a subsidized jobs program the size of earlier efforts from the 1930s, 1960s, or 1970s, the TANF Emergency Fund did place a quarter million low-income individuals in subsidized jobs over a period of less than two years.\footnote{195} A majority of states created subsidized jobs programs for adults, but other states used the Emergency Fund to start programs that targeted non-TANF families, instead providing transitional jobs in summer or year-round programs for young people aged twenty-four and under.\footnote{196} Other states, including many of the states who had historically meager TANF programs, did not create any subsidized employment programs.

As a result, the TANF Emergency Fund was the opposite of targeted social policy. Instead, the appropriation exacerbated state inequalities. States had to apply. A lot of states and municipalities were confused by the process.\footnote{197} There was little coordination between state and local policymakers, and the process benefited those states and localities that were typically successful at drawing down federal funds. Most importantly, the TANF Emergency Fund did nothing to reform the TANF block grant or the nearly $30 billion states expend under the MOE requirements.\footnote{198} Because of states’ use of TANF funds in previous years, states failed to successfully deploy TANF to combat poverty in the wake
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of the Great Recession. The fund was exhausted by December 2010. With the supplemental grants and the Emergency Fund gone, Congress now provides no additional TANF funding to help states respond to the increase in need stemming from an economic downturn or to address the inequities resulting from the funding formula of the TANF block grant.

In addition to relying on other programs like SNAP and UI at the expense of TANF, as well as creating a separate emergency fund to avoid the restrictionist block grant, the Obama Administration attempted to relieve states of the work participation rates described above through a new waiver program. Just as the waivers from the 1980s and early 1990s enabled states under AFDC to experiment with different policies before the passage of PRWORA, the Obama Administration offered states the opportunity, albeit without additional funds, to expand services. The waiver program allowed states that undertake alternative welfare-to-work strategies to substitute other performance measures for the TANF statutory work participation standards. While the waiver programs would need to be formally evaluated to receive federal funding, the programs would allow states to count “pre-employment activities such as education, rehabilitative activities, and job search[es]” toward the work standards. The waivers would also give the states flexibility to experiment with the state’s entire TANF caseload or a specific population, as well as flexibility to conduct state-wide changes or demonstration projects in certain areas of the state. HHS announced that the typical waiver would last five years.

Unfortunately, this waiver program, although permitting states to provide additional cash assistance to hard-to-employ adults, once again risked exacerbating state inequalities. As with the Emergency Fund, the federal government had to rely on states to opt-in to this programmatic

199. SCHOTT, PAVETTI & FINCH, supra note 56, at 2 (describing how “facing budget shortfalls, many states cut already-low TANF benefit amounts further, shortened TANF time limits, or took other actions to shrink caseloads or keep them from rising much in the face of mounting need”).
200. GENE FALK, CONG. RESEARCH SERV., R41078, THE TANF EMERGENCY CONTINGENCY FUND 2 (2010) (describing how HHS announced the fund had been depleted by August 2010 and “no additional TANF funds to address the continuing effects of the recession”).
201. GENE FALK, CONG. RESEARCH SERV., RL32760, THE TEMPORARY ASSISTANCE FOR NEEDY FAMILIES (TANF) BLOCK GRANT: RESPONSES TO FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 3 (2016).
203. Id.
expansion. Only one state applied for the waiver. The Obama Administration eventually abandoned the waiver program after intense opposition from House Republicans.

The federal government responded to the imbalances of state efforts on cash assistance to needy families by absolving them further of TANF requirements under federal law. The Obama administration’s unsuccessful efforts to enact the waiver program underscored the paradoxical effects of devolution: the only way a President can increase TANF’s poverty-fighting effect is to grant the states more discretion, an approach that hinders federal government’s ability to claw back programmatic control in the future.

The federal government’s welfare strategy in response to the Great Recession belies TANF’s deteriorative logic. In ARRA, the federal government responded to the deterioration of TANF in three ways: 1) using other programs to reduce hardship among poor families, 2) creating a relatively unrestricted fund, set apart from the block grant mechanism, and 3) attempting to devolve even more authority to states. TANF’s inability to respond to the deepest economic crisis since the Great Depression is a lesson in the structural deficiencies of fiscal federalism: once budgetary discretion is given to the states, the federal government will not be able to reform or expand the program in a timely fashion, if ever. The block grant is a clumsy and crude mechanism for programmatic change—and a weak lever for economic stimulus. It prevents the national government from targeted expansion and programmatic reform. As discussed below, as currently constituted and implemented in the states, TANF lacks the countercyclical character of other safety net programs like SNAP.

---


205. See Office of Family Assistance, supra note 204 (citing Minnesota’s application).


207. Edelman, supra note 165, at 4 (contrasting how “[s]tates get a bonus for doing outreach on food stamps[]” but “receive what amounts to a bonus for keeping people off the TANF rolls”).

208. Id. at 3 (explaining how “SNAP has been a powerful antirecessionary force[]” while TANF
B. Connecticut as a Case Study of TANF’s Failure in the Great Recession

In recessions, we expect more families to seek assistance to make ends meet. It is useful to examine one state’s TANF program to see how TANF no longer responds to increased need. Connecticut’s TANF program, Jobs First, should have exhibited greater countercyclical growth, just like SNAP. Yet, Jobs First did not respond to increased need during the Great Recession. While it is difficult to determine what accounts for Jobs First’s unresponsiveness to the most recent recession, one of the more stringent aspects of the program is a likely suspect: the twenty-one-month lifetime limit.

Connecticut has the shortest state-imposed time limit on cash assistance benefits in the nation: twenty-one months. This time limit is significantly shorter than most states. Indeed, the modal time limit imposed by states is the federal statutory lifetime limit of sixty months.

In December 2007, 91,071 people were unemployed in Connecticut. Two years later, that number had nearly doubled. In 2008, 9.4% of Connecticut residents (320,554) had incomes under the Federal Poverty "barely moved").


211. KASSABIAN ET. AL., supra note 210, at 146 tbl.IV.C.1.

212. LDONNA PAVETTI ET AL., CTRL. ON BUDGET AND POLICY PRIORITIES, TANF RESPONDED UNEVENLY TO INCREASE IN NEED DURING DOWNTURN (2011), http://www.cbpp.org/files/1-25-11tanf.pdf [https://perma.cc/3VGS-LTWQ]. CBPP’s unemployment data afford easier cross-state comparisons, but the Connecticut Department of Labor statistics are available at the Department’s website. The definition of unemployment, of course, does not represent the sum total of adults in Connecticut who are out of work, but only those who are unemployed and seeking employment. The unemployment figures exclude discouraged workers and the involuntarily underemployed.

213. Id. at 14 (the number of Connecticut residents who were unemployed had risen to 165,861 by 2009—an increase of 82.1%).
Level, up from 7.9% in 2007. 214 Indeed the estimated increase by the American Community Survey for Connecticut’s poverty rate from 2007 to 2008 was the largest statistically significant increase of any state in the U.S. during that year.215 Despite this massive economic downturn, the number of families enrolled in Jobs First, Connecticut’s cash assistance program under the TANF block grant, barely budged. According to the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, over the same two-year period, Jobs First caseloads increased by a mere 4.6% (from 18,736 to 19,595).216

Some might suggest that in spite of the sharp decrease in jobs and the sharp increase of poverty in the state, there might have been other reasons why more families did not enroll in Jobs First during the worst economic downturn since the Great Recession. First, many of Connecticut’s unemployed were ineligible for Jobs First because their income and assets were too high for the means-tested program.217 Still, those who would likely have been eligible for Jobs First because of their low levels of income were more likely to be unemployed during this recession, as the downturn led to increased rates of unemployment for less-skilled workers as compared to those who had some form of higher education.218 Second, other families might have exhausted their lifetime limit for Jobs First. Perhaps others did not want to rely on the state’s safety net. Finally, adult cash assistance recipients are overwhelmingly female and the recession disproportionately affected men.219

Nonetheless, Connecticut’s SNAP program did see a dramatic increase in caseloads during the same period. During the two years discussed

above, food stamps caseloads in Connecticut increased from 117,550 to 170,340, or 44.9%—nearly 10 times the increase of Jobs First.220 Reasons for this discrepancy might be that cash assistance is arguably more stigmatizing to receive than food stamps, or the more aggressive SNAP outreach relative to cash assistance.221

Another explanation for this tenfold increase is different eligibility requirements for the two benefits. For families without an elderly or disabled member of the household, SNAP has essentially one eligibility requirement: an income limit.222 That limit is 185% of the federal poverty line, e.g. $2,823 monthly for a family of three.223 Eligibility requirements are different for households with an elderly member or someone receiving disability income.224

Jobs First has stricter eligibility guidelines.225 To be eligible for the Jobs First Employment Services (JFES), families must, after meeting the initial means test, attend two orientation and needs assessment meetings with caseworkers and then pass the Combined Incomes Test and the Benefits Test.226 Furthermore, like a handful of other states, Connecticut’s cash assistance program has two tracks for recipients, one track for those who are exempted from the time limits and other requirements and another track for those who are not. As will be discussed below, this two-track system might explain why Jobs First caseloads did not increase significantly during the recession.
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225. See generally CONN. DEP’T OF SOC. SERVS., TANF CASeload REDUCTION REPORT FOR FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR 2017, at 4 (2016) (“The eligibility and policies regarding [Jobs First] have not been modified since 10/1/06.”).
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Table 1:
Increases in Unemployment, Cash Assistance Caseloads, and SNAP Caseloads from December 2007 to December 2009

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>United States</th>
<th>Connecticut</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unemployment</td>
<td>7,600,627 (+102.7%)</td>
<td>74,790 (+82.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JF/TFA caseload</td>
<td>234,832 (+13.4%)</td>
<td>859 (+4.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNAP caseload</td>
<td>5,566,506 (+45.3%)</td>
<td>52,790 (+44.9%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To be sure, the divergent responses to the recession by these two safety net programs are not unique to Connecticut. SNAP was more responsive to the recession than cash assistance was in every state. Yet, a closer look at the data reveals that Jobs First was particularly unresponsive relative to the nationwide trend and to the corresponding programs in neighboring states. The national increase in TANF caseloads was 13.4%, nearly three times the increase in Connecticut. Thirty-nine states, including every state in New England except Rhode Island, saw greater caseload increases in their cash assistance programs than Connecticut did. By contrast, the increase in SNAP recipients in Connecticut tracked almost exactly to the national trend: 44.9% compared to 45.3%.

Although Jobs First has the shortest state-imposed time limit among the fifty states and D.C., Connecticut softens this harsh rule somewhat by exempting from the time limit families whom caseworkers have deemed unemployed under certain conditions, and allowing non-exempt

---
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231. CONN. GEN. STAT. § 17b-112(b) (2010) (listing seven exemptions: "(1) A family with a needy caretaker relative who is incapacitated or of an advanced age, as defined by the commissioner, if there is no other nonexempt caretaker relative in the household; (2) a family with a needy caretaker relative who is needed in the home because of the incapacity of another member of the household, if there is no other nonexempt caretaker relative in the household; (3) a family with a caretaker relative who is not legally responsible for the dependent children in the household if such relative’s needs are not considered in calculating the amount of the benefit and there is no other nonexempt caretaker relative in the household; (4) a family with a caretaker relative caring for a child who is under one year of age and who was born not more than ten months after the family’s enrollment if there is no other nonexempt caretaker relative in the household; (5) a family with a pregnant or postpartum caretaker relative if a physician has indicated that such relative is unable to work and there is no other nonexempt caretaker relative in the household; (6) a family with a caretaker relative determined by the commissioner to be unemployable and there is no other nonexempt caretaker relative in the household; and (7) minor parents attending and satisfactorily completing high school or high school equivalency programs").
recipients to file for two six-month extensions. In 2003, it became much more difficult to gain more than two extensions when the legislature adopted stricter criteria. Non-exempt families can request two six-month extensions. Extensions are granted to an individual:

[W]ho has made a good faith effort to comply with the requirements of the program and despite such effort has a total family income at a level below the payment standard, or has encountered circumstances preventing employment including, but not limited to (1) [d]omestic violence or physical harm to such family’s children; or (2) other circumstances beyond such family’s control.232

The Department of Social Services may grant a subsequent six-month extensions if each adult in the family meets at least one of the following criteria:

[1]) [T]he adult cannot work because of domestic violence or another reason beyond the adult’s control; [2]) the adult has two or more substantiated barriers to employment; [3]) the adult is working thirty-five or more hours per week, is earning at least the minimum wage and continues to earn less than the family’s temporary family assistance payment standard; or [4]) the adult is employed and works less than thirty-five hours per week due to (i) a documented medical impairment that limits the adult’s hours of employment, provided the adult works the maximum number of hours that the medical condition permits, or (ii) the need to care for a disabled member of the adult’s household, provided the adult works the maximum number of hours the adult’s caregiving responsibilities permit.233

However, over a seven-year period, fewer and fewer Jobs First recipients received more than two extensions: “[t]he number of clients who were on the program for 27 or more months has decreased dramatically from a high of 5,040 in 1999 to 873 in 2006 (i.e., the 21-month initial period plus at least one six month extension).”234

As the Connecticut General Assembly noted:

[C]aseloads have shrunk significantly since the advent of welfare reform. Because the time-limited cases are much more likely to be removed from the caseload, since [Fiscal Year 2001] the number of exempt cases has either equaled or exceeded those that are time-limited. As of June 2006, there were 7,555 cases that

232. Id. § 17b-112(c).
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234. See LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM REVIEW & INVESTIGATIONS COMM., supra note 216, at 11.
were time-limited and 12,305 exempt.\textsuperscript{235} This two-track system might explain why Jobs First caseloads did not increase as dramatically as SNAP caseloads in Connecticut. If the majority of Jobs First cases are exempt, either because the adult is not included in the assistance unit or is deemed unemployable by the state, then we might expect the program to be immune to changes in the employment rate.

Very few states have evaluated their cash assistance programs using econometric, let alone experimental, methods. Connecticut is an exception. Once Connecticut implemented these requirements, the state’s Department of Social Services contracted the Manpower Development Research Corporation (MDRC) to conduct a large-scale evaluation of Jobs First, randomly assigning welfare applicants and recipients in two offices to program and control groups from January 1996 to February 1997 and collecting data on these individuals for four years.\textsuperscript{236} However, this study concluded just as the state instituted new criteria for additional extensions.

This detailed, longitudinal evaluation showed that while Jobs First has progressive aspects, such as a generous earnings disregard,\textsuperscript{237} the program did not generate broad income gains or improved outcomes for children.\textsuperscript{238} “Once Jobs First families began reaching the time limit, their

\begin{footnote}
\textsuperscript{235} Id. at 5–6.
\textsuperscript{237} MARY FARRELL ET AL., MDRC, WELFARE TIME LIMITS: AN UPDATE ON STATE POLICIES, IMPLEMENTATION, AND EFFECTS ON FAMILIES 27 (2008), [https://www.mdrc.org/sites/default/files/full_609.pdf] [hereinafter FARRELL ET AL., WELFARE TIME LIMITS].
\textsuperscript{238} Id.
\end{footnote}
welfare receipt was reduced and their income gains disappeared.” 239 In
the General Assembly report conducted by the Legislative Program
Review and Investigation Committee (PRI), “[a]lmost half” of a sample
of non-exempt Jobs First recipients “had no earnings in the quarter after
they left [cash assistance].”240

Compared to other state programs, Jobs First, along with other state
schemes with similarly severe time-limit policies, “did not consistently
have the largest early impacts on employment.”241 Furthermore, the
MDRC evaluation suggested that the positive employment outcomes for
recipients might have been a function of the strong economy at the time,
which did not bode well for the program during an economic downturn.242

While there were small gains for young children, the results for
adolescents were mixed and levels of material hardship were high for
participants in the experimental and control groups alike.243 Troubling
facts given the social, cognitive, and health consequences for children
living in deep poverty.244 In the MDRC study, a little more than 50% of
the Jobs First recipients reached the time limit during the four-year survey,
approximately two-thirds of whom were granted at least one extension
due to unemployment or insufficient earnings.245 Many who received an
extension left welfare in the next year or two.246

The MDRC evaluation also suggested that Connecticut families’
benefits through Jobs First were particularly susceptible to termination.247
From 2002 to 2005, with the exception of New York, which transfers its
families into a separate state-funded general assistance program,
Connecticut closed more cash assistance cases than any other state.248 In
2003, Connecticut reduced the income eligibility for transitional child
care benefits from 75% to 55% of statewide median.249 Moreover, some
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of the funds for TANF were diverted to fund foster care services.250

Jobs First’s failure to respond to the Great Recession illustrates a defining feature of TANF: unlike AFDC was before or SNAP is now, TANF is not countercyclical. At the times when poor families are most likely to resort to the safety net, TANF fails to support them. Whether analyzing TANF’s inadequate responses to regional crises like Hurricane Katrina or national ones like the Great Recession, the conclusion remains the same: the federal government will struggle to expand an already devolved distributive program. The only question that remains is what have we learned from the twenty-year legacy of TANF. Is TANF a policy experiment not to be repeated? Or is it the future of the American safety net?

IV. TANF: DEVOLUTIONARY OUTLIER OR WAVE OF THE FUTURE?

In Part IV, I provide counterexamples of increased anti-poverty spending through programs that do not rely on state funds and limit state discretion relative to TANF, including SNAP and the EITC. I also discuss recent Congressional proposals to block grant other public benefit programs.

A. TANF as an Outlier in the American Safety Net

TANF’s record must be understood against the backdrop of the federal government’s expansion of SNAP and the EITC. Whereas states are given a lump sum for their cash assistance program, the federal government pays for states’ SNAP enrollment as the program rises and falls. The EITC, by contrast, is funded entirely by the federal government and administered through the IRS.251

As seen above in the case of Connecticut, compared to SNAP, TANF provides the prima facie case that block grants lead to a deterioration of an anti-poverty program. SNAP has been described as the “fundamental


safety net in the U.S.” because “it is the only public assistance program that is available to all income-eligible families . . .”252 In 2011, spending on SNAP amounted to $70 billion, compared to $31 billion for TANF and $59 billion for the federal EITC.253 That same year, nearly one in seven Americans were receiving SNAP, lifting approximately 4 million families out of poverty and 3.5 million out of deep poverty.254 Unlike TANF, the administration of SNAP varies little across the country, with far less programmatic discretion given to the states.

One could argue that, in addition to the SNAP expansion, President Obama did enact an anti-poverty agenda—it’s called the Affordable Care Act. Both anti-poverty advocates and their critics rightly view the Medicaid expansion as a massive anti-poverty effort.255 But the Medicaid expansion reinforces, rather than undermines, the argument that TANF is structurally incapable of expansion. Medicaid’s funding mechanism allows the federal government to create a matching funds system or for the federal government to foot the bill.256 But with TANF, all President Obama could recommend is that Congress increase the block grant. Why would a President interested in targeting poverty do that? Considering the ways states have used block grants in the past for populations and programs that have little to no relationship to TANF, an increase in the size of the grant would just give states more funds to do with as they please. There would be no guarantee that the additional funds would go to families in the form of increased cash assistance or other work supports. Indeed, the mere expansion of block grants would not change the restrictionist logic of the funding formula; it would simply increase the financial rewards to states that reduce their caseload. Any national policymaker looking to reduce poverty would seek out programs like SNAP and UI that deliver benefits to low-income families immediately.


254. BARTFELD ET AL., INST. FOR RESEARCH ON POVERTY, SNAP TRENDS AND ANTIPoVERTY IMPACTS (2015), https://www.irp.wisc.edu/publications/policybriefs/pdfs/PB7-SNAP-Trends-Antipoverty-Impacts.pdf [https://perma.cc/SPA2-TEYJ] (“In 2011, roughly 4 million persons were lifted out of poverty and another 3.5 million were lifted out of deep poverty by SNAP benefits.”)
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and without interference.\textsuperscript{257}

Even more centralized than SNAP and UI, which are federally-funded and designed but administered by the states, the federal EITC is administered by the Internal Revenue Service. Some have questioned the effectiveness of using the tax code to deliver income support to needy families,\textsuperscript{258} while others have questioned the political incentives for EITC expansion.\textsuperscript{259} Some scholars have pointed out that the EITC does not serve the same families as TANF or SNAP because it requires sustained participation in the formal economy.\textsuperscript{260} Nevertheless the EITC’s expansion, in the face of TANF’s deterioration suggests the value of a centrally administered social program.\textsuperscript{261} Since the most recent recession, some states, like North Carolina and Michigan, have rolled back or eliminated their state EITC because of budget pressures.\textsuperscript{262}

\textbf{B. Our Block-Grant Future? Current Congressional Proposals}

The 115th Congress is currently considering whether to block grant Medicaid, SNAP, and other safety net programs. Many public benefits experts and advocates fear that the TANF Block Grant could be used as a model for a wave of newly-devolved American social policy.

Engineered by Speaker Paul Ryan, the House Republicans’ policy

\textsuperscript{257} President Obama rarely mentioned poverty, but some thought he did not need to because the economic recovery allowed him to expand safety net programs in the name of stimulus rather than poverty alleviation.


\textsuperscript{259} Morgan, supra note 147, at 37 (“The ‘hidden’ nature of tax expenditures may facilitate their creation and expansion, but their invisibility does not enable much political credit claiming . . . .”). See also SUZANNE METTLER, \textit{The Submerged State} 38–47 (2011) (describing how low-salience programs, like the EITC and other tax expenditures, are less likely to induce political activism by their recipients).

\textsuperscript{260} Zatz, supra note 132, at 1179.


agenda for the 2016 election cycle, “A Better Way,” included vague promises to consolidate anti-poverty programs into a single grant to states. In the past, Speaker Ryan as Chairman of the House Committee on Ways and Means and as Chairman of the House Budget Committee has proposed Medicaid block grants. President Trump is also on the record supporting block grants for Medicaid.

As for SNAP, Speaker Ryan’s “Better Way” Agenda did not propose block granting the program, but the Fiscal Year 2016 House Budget Resolution did. Tom Price, who chaired the House Budget Committee at the time, served as President Trump’s first Health and Human Services Secretary. When Speaker Ryan chaired the Budget Committee, he proposed merging SNAP with ten other low-income programs into one “Opportunity Grant” that would give states a block grant for all eleven programs. Similarly, in the 114th Congress, the chair of the House Subcommittee on Early Childhood, Elementary, and Secondary Education introduced legislation that would create block grants for nutrition programs in three states.

263. TASK FORCE ON POVERTY, OPPORTUNITY, AND UPWARD MOBILITY, A BETTER WAY: OUR VISION FOR A CONFIDENT AMERICA 16 (2016), https://abetterway.speaker.gov/_assets/pdf/ABetterWay-Poverty-PolicyPaper.pdf [https://perma.cc/Q884-V8LK] (“Instead of the federal government continuing to develop policies separately for each of the more than 80 welfare programs, states should be allowed to link these programs in a way that provides a more holistic approach for families they serve.”).


The House Budget for fiscal year 2018 proposed $150 billion in cuts to SNAP by imposing not just direct cuts to the program, but also by transferring “significant authority” over SNAP to the states over the following decade.270 Most think-tanks and analysts have read that proposal to mean something similar to block grants.271 Similarly, the House Budget calls for block granting Medicaid.272 Indeed, in the most recent legislation to repeal the Affordable Care Act, Graham-Cassidy, Senator Graham defended the Medicaid block grant proposal by referencing TANF: “[i]n 1996, we block granted money for welfare reform, and it worked like a charm.”273

If Congress passes and the President signs something along the lines of the House budget or Graham-Cassidy, states would be faced with a fixed sum to run their Medicaid and SNAP programs. States would only have two options during the next recession: 1) reduce the number of recipients or 2) reduce the services or benefits to the recipients. Of course, states can choose to divert funding from other programs or raise revenue, but states have no mechanism to receive further funding from the federal government. As a result, a Medicaid or SNAP block grant program will fail to properly function during times of increasing need.

Furthermore, without inflationary controls or additional appropriations from Congress, block grants to SNAP and Medicaid would lose value over time. TANF’s block grant has “eroded substantially due to inflation and is worth 33 percent less than it was 20 years ago.”274 Even if there are no

272. House FY18 Budget, supra note 270; see also SHAPIRO ET AL., supra note 271 (explaining how House budget would “restructure Medicaid by converting virtually the entire program to a block grant or a grant that pays each state a capped amount of money per enrollee”).
economic downturns or inflation, the sheer growth of the population will mean that programs funded through block grants will face fewer dollars per recipient over time. Like TANF, block grants to Medicaid or SNAP would not only freeze the amount of funding (and therefore the amount of relief), but would also aggravate unequal expenditures among states.\textsuperscript{275} And as TANF’s legacy demonstrates, block grants give states excessive flexibility to use block grant funds for other purposes. Block grant programs typically have few reporting or accountability provisions.\textsuperscript{276}

Of course, one could imagine improvements on the block grant formula so as to mitigate the risk that Medicaid and SNAP go the way of TANF. TANF lacks three features of a more responsible block grant regime that Medicaid and SNAP proposals could include. First, the federal government should set and enforce basic minima below which no state can go.\textsuperscript{277} With TANF, the federal government set an initial amount of funding in the block grant formula that has not been increased or adjusted for inflation. Current block grant proposals for Medicaid and SNAP could include provisions that adjust the block grant for inflation or require annual increases.

A second feature which would lessen the damage of block grants is to supplement funding in states that have historically underfunded safety net programs. With TANF, the federal government stopped increasing supplemental grants in 2001 and did away with these equalizing measures altogether in 2011.\textsuperscript{278} However, future Congressional proposals could include supplemental grants for Medicaid and SNAP.

The third feature would be to require “systematic benchmarking and evaluation of state experiments and national promotion of results.”\textsuperscript{279} The federal government does not conduct, nor does it require the states to conduct, systematic research on the effects of changes to TANF. In fact, the federal government does not even require the states to report how many TANF families each state is serving through non-cash programs and
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Current Congressional proposals could require far more extensive reporting on how states are using block grant funds. However, there is no indication that the proposed House budget makes any of these improvements on the design flaws of the TANF Block Grant, with the possible exception of a per capita cap in Medicaid.

Even still, while these potential improvements on the TANF Block Grant would mitigate some of the most damaging features of block grants, they would most likely be overwhelmed by the strong incentives in states to ration services in the face of these fixed federal appropriations. The legacy of TANF should dampen expectations that transforming Medicaid or SNAP into block grant programs would lead to anything other than programmatic deterioration.

CONCLUSION

TANF’s twenty-year legacy is a cautionary tale for two audiences: academics who embrace devolution of funding decisions and program design to states and anti-poverty advocates who seek to strengthen the safety net. Programs like SNAP and the EITC, not TANF, should serve as the models for future funding schemes proposed by anti-poverty advocates.

Lawyers tend to focus more on statutes and regulations and less on the implementation of the same. They see policies instead of programs—categorical eligibility rather than actual receipt. As a result, progressive advocates of devolution focus on statutory regimes as the evidence of federalism’s benefits at the expense of the outcomes of that devolution.

This theory of federalism tends to emphasize regulatory regimes governing private action over distributive schemes that disburse public funds. For instance, gay marriage is a right that a state can make available with relative programmatic ease. TANF is not so easily provided. State action is more diffuse, obscure, and complicated when it comes to public benefits. In the morass of state finances, researchers miss the structural deficiencies that characterize state-led social policy.

Scholars are right to point to state innovation in areas of civil rights and environmental law, but they miss the dark side of devolution. States are capable of innovation in certain areas of policy and law, but are incapable of systematic reform in others. Put another way, proponents of a progressive federalism often rely on examples in which states improve

280. FALK, supra note 201, at 7 (“Federal TANF reporting requirements focus on families receiving only ongoing cash assistance, with no complete reporting on families receiving other TANF benefits and services.”).
upon or surpass national efforts in extending rights and regulations (federalism’s floors) at the expense of examples in which states struggle to distribute resources (federalism’s ceilings). Those who are tempted to devolve authority to states should recognize the implications of their focus on floors upon which states can build rather than ceilings which hamper states’ redistributive efforts. It is not an accident that the areas scholars identify as models of progressive federalism are ones that do not necessarily involve distributive programs or fiscal federalism: areas like environmental policy, education standards, and gay rights.

By giving states a remarkable degree of discretion in how they design, administer, and fund cash assistance for needy families, the federal government has permitted states to use those funds for unrelated programs, restrict eligibility, and fail to report how the program or its recipients have fared. What’s more, by freezing the block grant at a funding level that is twenty years past and by repealing the supplemental funding that supported states with historically low levels of funding, the federal government has retreated from its initial commitment to create a national minimum for state effort in this area of social policy.

Even when the federal government wanted to use TANF as part of the largest economic stimulus package ever passed by Congress, it could not simply increase benefit levels or loosen eligibility requirements. Instead, the federal government had to rely on other programs, create a separate emergency fund, and recruit states to apply for waivers to set up more generous programs—a call to which no state responded. The devolution and fiscal federalism of TANF has weakened our national capacity to set safeguards and design supports for poor families—a segment of our society that is challenging to organize at any level of government. The experience of TANF and its block grant funding mechanism is a cautionary tale to any advocate who seeks to devolve further responsibility to state governments and to scholars who believe federalist reforms can improve distributive programs.

281. I am indebted to David Super who sketched out distinctions between regulatory and fiscal federalism in Rethinking Fiscal Federalism, 118 HARV. L. REV. 2544 (2005).